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This cover parnrmg IS an orrginal watercolor of Blarr 
McKendrick's Mirage. Gordon Eddy, the artist, has had 
love affair with painting, fulfilled only after his retirement 
as an Art Director from Campbell-Ewald. His landscape 
and portrait wateroolors have found homes in private 
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David Coats 
President and Board Member 

David's earliest dream was to fly in 
his Dad's footsteps as a Naval Aviato~ 
Lack of 20120 uncorrected vision 
precluded the normal approach, so if 
he couldn't be a regular Naval Aviator 
then Annapolis was not for him. But, 
there was a back door; be a doctor 
first, then one could be a Naval Aviatc 
with less than perfect uncorrected 
vision. That is the real reason he 
initially decided to become a physicia~ 

David served in Vietnam as an Army 
flight surgeon and a radiologist. After 
entering private practice in Tyler, 
Texas, he traded his Cessna 180 for i 
Twin Comanche, earned his ATP and 
four years later, he bought N4388M ir 
1987. It was the first Malibu Queen c 
the Fleet at Sarasota in 1991, and Be 
of Show at Monterey in 1996. 

He and his wife, Emily, live in Tyler, 
Texas. He says all members and an) 
would be Malibu owner is welcome to 
visit him and his pampered plane at 
Tyler's Pound Field. 

Spring 1999 Items: 

1. Pressurization - The PA-46 and 
the Competition. 

2. The Meridian and the JetPROP. 
3. The Wing Attach Service Bulletin 

and Piper. 
4. 1999 M*MOPA Convention - 

Kansas City. 

If you only read one part of this 
President's Comer - Read#3, The Wing 
Attach Service Bulletin and Piper. 

Pressurization - The PA-46 
and the Competition 

Back in the sixties, Mooney Aircraft 
Company produced the Mooney Mus- 
tang, the first pressurized single engine 
general aviation airplane. Several were 
produced but the numbers sold were 
limited and the Mustang was discontin- 
ued. Cessna followed with the P-210, 
which enjoyed considerable market suc- 
cess and paved the way for Jim 
Griswold's team at Piper to develop the 
PA-46 series. 

Interestingly, at this time, Mooney 
was attempting a "comeback", working 
on a very similar aircraft to the PA46 
under the direction of Roy Lopresti. 
However, Piper beat Mooney to the 
market place with the PA46 andMooney 
shelved their product. Cessna's P-210 
basically died within two years of the 
Malibu's introduction. Certainly, the 
PA-46 story has been a successful one 
and clearly Piper has dominated this 
field, so far! However, competition may 
well be on the way. 

TheExtraCompany in Germany may 
be offering a very competitive product 
and most interesting is a strong rumor 
that Cessna is developing a clean slate 
competitor for the current Mirage. Let's 
hope they choose a good powerplant! Of 
course, if Cessna produces this airplane 

with a turbine, then the powerplant se- 
lection is probably a moot point. 

Any way you look at it, competition 
for the MirageJMeridian may well be on 
the way. The JetPROP is already enjoy- 
ing great success. The recent change by 
Piper from the Bendix to the STec auto- 
pilot system and to the Garmin set of 
navlcom equipment demonstrates the 
power of the marketplace. This change 
should enhance the quality of the Piper 
line. It looks as though we will all 
benefit from these developments. Hope- 
fully, these competitive products will 
help Piper continue their product sup- 
port improvement program. 

The Meridian and The Jet Prop 

The Meridian is coming to Kansas 
City. More JetPROPs will also be 
present. Eight have been delivered and 
I understand four to five are presently in 
various stages of completion. Interest- 
ingly, a new owner recently purchased a 
brand new Mirage and flew it directly 
from Vero Beach to Spokane for a 
LYComectomy and a Pratt & Whitney 
transplant. It is my understanding that 
this brand new -essentially brand new - 
Lycoming and new three-blade prop is 
available and can be used on any of the 
Mirages. Call JetPROP for details. 

The Wing Attach 
Service Bulletin and Piper 

As we all look forward to the Sep- 
tember convention and the introduction 
of the Meridian by The New Piper Air- 
craft Company, I mustreport tothe mem- 
bership, regrettably, that so far I have 
been unable to convince Piper that the 
recent and expensive S.B. reference the 
wing attach brackets, affecting approxi- 
mately 75 aircraft not under warranty, 
should be the full responsibility of Piper. 
It could have been - and still could be - 

Continued on Page 16 
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Eight Maintenance 
Findings of 1998 

Over the past year, I have had the 
good fortune to look at a lot of airplanes 
in many different settings performing 
annual inspections. buyer's inspections, 
"pre-warranty expiration" inspections, 
engine swaps and routine maintenance. 
I've been asked to look at airplanes that 
were crashed, abandoned, or worn out 
and ready for turbine conversion, as well 
as those that had been maintained in a 
pristine manner. 

Acting upon a suggestion from Paul 
Neuda, I decided to look back over my 
year with the aim of identifying the main- 
tenance issues that I'd seen most often 
over the widest range of aircraft. So I sat 
down in a comfortable chair and began 
to reflect. 

After a couple of hours of reflec- 
tion, my wife woke me up and I went 
to the computer and came up with the 

Kevin is an IA who has specialized in MalibuIMirage maintenance for 14 of his 
20 years in general aviation. He is a licensed private pilot with a multi-engine 
rating. Kevin recently formed his own business, Mead Aircraft Services, which 
he runsfrom asmall farm in Inman, Kansas. Hewill continue to provide support 
for the MalibuIMirage fleet in the U.S. and abroad. 

following list of recurring maintenance 
headaches. 

1)  Broken, loose aluminum engine 
bafJles with deteriorating seals 

This problem is common to both the 
Malibu and Mirage, but seems more 
severe in the Mirage, which has a par- 
ticular problem with the front baffles. 
Since vibration is the culprit here, baffle 
deterioration is not exactly preventable, 
but there are things that can be done to 
extend the life of your baffles. Installa- 
tion of rubber baffle seal material be- 
tween the cylinder fins and the metal 
baffles will eliminate metal to metal 
contact and dampen the engine vibra- 
tion. Make sure the attach hardware is 
secure using lock washers or Lock-Tite. 
The decrease in engine vibration result- 
ing from dynamic prop balancing will 
also benefit the baffling. Your engine 
relies on intact and properly attached 
baffling for its cooling needs, so this 
system should not be ignored. 

2 )  The Overlooked Magneto 

I've lost track of the number of times 
I've seen freshly inspected airplanes in 
which the magnetos have not been 
opened. While it is true that Slick only 
recommends inspection every 500 hours, 
it is also true that the Piper Inspection 
Guide requires a 100 hr. inspection. 
Magnetos that have the best chance of 
performing reliably until the next annual 
inspection will invariably be opened up 
at every annual. Mechanics who are 
only concerned with avoiding this ad- 
mittedly nasty procedure and making 
their flat rate time will wave the Slick 
recommendation in my face every time. 

Magnetos accumulate internal debris 
acquired from the induction system and 
their own degrading nylon gears, so they 
should at least be cleaned at every an- 
nual. However, in my experience, at 
least 75% of the mags I open at annual 
inspections require more extensive work, 

Continued on Page 26 
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Another Wmer - - 

From Piper. , 

Once you've seen the Piper Malibu Meridian, 
there's no turning back. 

n 
*** This is a new breed of aircraft A luxury turbo- 

prop unrivated in value. The culmination of d 
of Piper's extensive experience and ingenuity. 

The Meridian is designed with exceptional ramp 

"The Meridian 4 appeal. A richly appointed, press&ized cab& 
V&E** A glass cockpit with the absolute latest advances 

in digital avionics and LCD instrumentation. 
bvered by the world-mowned Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PT6A-42A turboprop engine, capable 
of cruise speeds topping 300 mph. 

''Masterful design fm k trust.." 

L 

Piper has turned an aviation dream into reality - 
combining value with performance at about half 
the price you'd expect for an aircraft of its class. 

With availability of the Meridian just on the 
horizon, the new tnillennium looks brighter 
than ever. Prepare to enter the future. 



me. Well, guess what? (As we were climbing out) Center 
had cleared us to FL270. They asked our altitude, as they 
showed us high. Sure enough, our altimeter was set on 
28.92. The previous crew had had a setting of 28.96. I had 

A corporate pilot reports that one more bit of stray not even looked at the first two numbers. We had some 
paper, a recent issue of CALLBACK, made an impres- other distraction, but that is no excuse. Never say never. 
sion. Apparently not quite a big enough impression. 

The last two numbers of the altimeter setting were so 
I was just reading in the last CALLBACK about low close that it didn't register with the reporter that the first two 

altimeter settings. I thought that could never happen to numbers were a problem - the 28 should have been a 29. 

MalibuMrage Magazine Sprig 1999 Page 10 



Dave Conover 

There have been several service is- 
sues that have been questioned in the 
past couple of months. The most com- 
mon problems have been associated with 
engine manifold pressure and autopilot 
operation. Before I go into these areas, 
I want to revisit some previous items. 

At the San Antonio convention there 
was a lot of discussion about premature 
turbocharger failures. After the con- 
vention, there was a lot of discussion on 
the MmMOPA web site about specific 
failures and one of the more documented 
failures is under investigation. The tur- 
bochargers were sent to Lycoming for 
evaluation and probable cause analysis. 
Lycoming, in turn, sent the units to 
AlliedSignal for review. AlliedSignal 
reported the failure was caused by 
"Hard Foreign Object Damage". This 
would indicate that it was not ice that 
damaged the blades but some other 
form of contamination. 

The preventative measure for this is 
to have your service facility check the 
turbocharger inlet, alternate air box and 
the linkage for looseness and wear at 
regular intervals. A good practice is to 
have this performed whenever the cowl- 
ings are removed. If the alternate air 
doors are not f m l y  positioned in the 
closed position, then it leaves the door 

open for F.O.D. damage. Also, double 
check the alternate air is closed before 
engine start-up and taxi; ramp F.O.D. 
can be very detrimental. 

A tip that has come from quite a few 
owners, that seems to have some merit, 
is the overhaul of the turbochargers at 
around 1,000 hours. Having the turbo- 
chargers overhauled or exchanged dur- 
ing scheduled maintenance could reduce 
the possibility of a failure at an inoppor- 
tune time. 

There was a lot of discussion about 
autopilot oscillations or poor roll per- 
formance. There are many possibilities 
that can cause this to occur but the most 
common solution is a ramp alignment of 
the autopilot and Flight Director. If 
the autopilot computer is exchanged 
or repaired (or the Flight Director is 
exchanged or overhauled), it is very 
important that a system alignment be 
performed to insure proper operation. 
If the autopilot continues to oscillate, 
then the avionics facility should check 
for the installation of isolation trans- 
formers located in the radar harness 
adjacent to the receiverltransmitter. In 
some installations, the autopilot com- 
puter is sensing a load from the radar 
stabilization interface. The transform- 
ers correct this problem. 

The most common problem I have 
been receiving questions on pertains to 
engine manifold pressure. After review- 
ing the inquires, it seems that most of the 
comments are coming from relatively 
new PA-46 owners which reinforces the 
fact that we need to review past prob- 
lems as well as expand into new areas. 

Manifold pressure drops and oscilla- 
tions (or surging) were at the top of the 
list. For the MAP drops, the owners can 
give the service facility a lot of informa- 

tion to work with. Whether it is a Malibu 
or Mirage, a full power climb to a point 
where the MAP starts falling off is im- 
portant. A 520-powered Malibu should 
hold 38" until approximately FL180 and 
a Mirage to FL190. These numbers will 
vary based on outside conditions but are 
a good rule of thumb. 

The 550-powered Malibu will react 
in a slightly different fashion due to the 
fact that a full power climb is only 80% 
of maximum power. Manifold pressure 
that drops off early can be a result of 
several conditions. However, the most 
common is a leak in the induction andlor 
the exhaust system. 

If a service facility blocks off the 
induction and exhaust system andpres- 
surizes it with a low volume of air, 
pressure leaks can be discovered us- 
ing a spray bottle of a soapy solution. 
Having good, tight connections-at all 
induction boots, magneto moisture fil- 
ter, and exhaust slip joints, to name a 
few, will insure proper performance. 
A regulated air source connected to 
the engine is preferred as this will 
insure constant volume and pressure. 
Additionally, the turbochargers should 
be inspected for freedom of move- 
ment. Although this entire process 
can lead to a fair amount of labor, the 
results are usually worthwhile. 

The engine surging problem was re- 
ported on both Malibu and Mirage air- 
craft. The problem usually occurs when 
power changes are made. Some owners 
report this as being a very "sensitive 
throttle". The range of oscillation varies 
but the MAP and fuel flow will move up 
and down and may require some throttle 
movement to stop the oscillation. Some 
of the reported problem engines also 
have an early reduction in MAP. 

Continued on Page 18 



" W H E N  Y O U  P U T  T H E  P C - 1 2  PC12 I N  A  C A T E G O R Y .  - 2; I T ' S  A  C A T E G O R Y  O F  O N E . "  

As a pilot, Dick 

l~kcs  the PC-1 2's "pilot- 

sentitive cockpit design, 

says I'C- 12 opcrator and pilot Dick Foreman, o f  

the meticulous Swiss 

/ engineering, and the 
reliable Pratt & Whitney 

I'T-6A," among other  attributes. 
In a business that thrives on  tnulti- 

n~illion-dollnr c k h ,  IXck is pleased that his clients "love thc 

s p ~ c i o u c n ~ s s  m c l  thc airliner-type stability" o f  the aircraft. 
And with the g x e r o u t  cargo door, they don't hnve to drag 

their bags through the cabin. 
'" 3 "It's no t  just flying." he says. ~t s flying first clnsc." 

Connecticut-based Richard A. Foreman 
Associates. "To get comparable room 

and speed, you can go  t o  a King Air 
and have a second engine hanging ou t  
there, but  that means ~ n u c h  higher 
costs. O r  you can g o  marginally faster 

with a T B M  700, o r  still hster  in '1 

small jet, but you sacrifice a lot o f  
space. You can look for an airplane that 
delivers as much  for the investment as 
a PC-12, but you won't find it." Dick 

knows, because he  did look at all the 
options before he  moved u p  from a 
Malibu t o  his PC- 12 (the 14th built) 

hack in mid-1905. 

PILATUS BUSINESS AIRCRAFT (COLORADO) PILATUS AIRCRAFT LIMITED (SWITZERLAND) I 1 800 Piatus ( 7 4 5 - 2 8 8 7 )  . www pc12 corn 1 41 41 619 6296 . www p l l a t o s - a m r a f t  c o r n  

- 
i 

- 

'Measured tram cockpil cabln bulkhead (or for MalMu Mlrage from back of pilot seats) to rear pressure bulkhead 



Dick was our MoMOPA President for 1994 and 1995. A retired USAF Colonel with 
28 years of Active, Guard, and Reserve time with about 2500 hours in fighters a s  a 
USAF Flight Surgeon, he is currently an Anesthesiologist in Austin, Texas. Dick has 
been a member of the MoMOPAfamily since a year after its conception. His hobbies 
are camping, backpacking, scuba diving, sailing, fishing, computers, and driving his 
truck, but his greatest love is flying his Malibu. 

Focus and Malibu Survival 

My minister spoke this morning 
(yes, I do go to church!) of risks and 
faith. We Malibu pilots take risks 
every time we accept our birds to carry 
us into the realm of our addiction - 
flight! But, we know our addiction to 
flight has inherent risks, and we mini- 
mize them with our experience and 
training. These attributes help us ac- 
quire a focus that keeps us ahead of the 
airplane. "Ahead of the airplane" - I 
have always liked that expression of 
pilot survival. Getting behind the bird 
often leads to inability to keep the 
shiny side up. 

As an Air Force Flight Surgeon in 
fighter squadrons, I participated in 
seven aircraft investigations over 
seven years. When you got the call, 
you would go to the site and spend six 
to eight weeks with a team to try to 
analyze the accident. 

This was something the Air Force 
did very well. All the data (reams of 
it) would be fed into the big computer 
at Norton AFB. Even if the team 
could not determine the cause, you 
reported it as you saw it. The big 
computer would then often determine 
trends from several different accident 
team's reports, and kick out various 
manifestations to the fleet. 

At an accident site, I would gener- 

ally be the first person into the smoky 
hole. I would have a couple of weap- 
ons/explosive experts at my side so 
that I didn't pick up anything that 
would go bang in the middle of the 
rainy night. 

My last Flight Surgeon's medical 
care to my pilot buddies was to get 
their body parts out of the site and 
back to base. The next day, and before 
I delved into my aspect of the investi- 
gation, I would just sit on a stump by 
the smoky hole, and ponder as to how 
these expert young fighter pilots got 
themselves into this mess? More of- 
ten than not, my suspicions that first 
day would become truth as the inves- 
tigation progressed. 

So often the accident would be- 
come labeled "pilot error" occurring 
from an omission of some item on the 
checklist, some short lapse of judg- 
ment, or some short period of time that 
the pilot slipped "behind the airplane". 

So what does this have to do with 
us as civilian Malibu pilots? 

The last preflight checklist item 
for us should be: Pilot to PIC. Is 
this pilot really ready to assume PIC 
of this Malibu mission? Am I trained 
and prepared to stay ahead of this 
bird? Am I rested and of clear thought 
to stay focused for the demands of this 
flight and all the contingencies that 

may occur? If not - park it and 
survive. 

I got the call that my father died a 
couple years ago. We were very close 
and intense flying buddies. My first 
action was to call the bird out to launch 
off to Minnesota to take care of my 
Mom and bury my dad for his last 
flight. I filed, walked around the bird, 
and I was all but strapped in when I 
realized that my mind was not into this 
mission. I parked her and went com- 
mercial, and probably am here be- 
cause of that decision. 

On another occasion, it was a very 
cold Austin Friday afternoon with 
winds gusting 30 to 40 knots - cold for 
Austin. It was the walk around where 
one would just like to check the oil, 
kick a tire, and take off before it got 
too dark. But the bird had just come 
out of annual, so, I really wanted to 
look her over particularly well. 

We all have had special problems 
with birds just out of flight test or 
annual repairs. Low and behold, all 
four of the top front cowling screws 
were missing! A rushed take off could 
have surely resulted in a most interest- 
ing canarded Malibu at the end of the 
ramp or a weird Malibu with front end 
speed brakes in a hole at the end of the 
runway! My methodical checklist 
caution saved me that day! 

Continued on Page 28 
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41 
f i e  Aviation Sales, Inc. office complex, a- 
pictured, is located on Denver's Centennial 
Airport. Our facility combines modern ofice 
space with attached hangars. Full FBO 
amenities are available. 

d n e  Malibus are based on Centennial Airport. 

Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by 
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel. 

Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of 
selling numerous previously owned Malibus & 
Mirages of high quality worldwide. 

Our marketing department continuously follows 
the MalibuMirage market. They are constantly 
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our 
inventory. 

f%r Maintenance department with state of d 
the art equipment, employs only full-time 
I.A. qualified mechanics. 

Our computer printed log book entries, 
service publication compliance and tail to 
spinner component history reports impress 
not only our customers, but sales and 
maintenance facilities alike. 

We respect you our customer and your 
aircraft. Our "Attention to Detail" 
philosophy extends from the work we 
perform, through our paperwork, to our 
level of customer service. 

AVlAllOlY SALES 



AIRCRAFT FOR SALE: 
1989 Mirage - 1960 TT, 770 SFREMAN, "0" 

STOH, King IFR w/KNS-8 1, KFC- I50 APFD,  
KLN-90A & Gamin  GPSs, WX- 1000, Argus 

5000, Copilot Instr., Ice, Air, Fuel Mgmt. System, 
5 Disc CD, Intercom and Tanis Engine Heater. 

1994 Mirage - 7 19 TT, "0" STOH, King IFR 
wIKNS-80 RNAV, KLN-90A GPS, KFC- 150 

AP/FD, RDS-8 1 Radar, WX- 1000+ Stomscope, 
Argus 5000 Moving Map, Copilot Instr., Ice, 

Spoilers, Intercom and Shadin Miniflow 

NOW AVAILABLE WITH AN 
OPTIONAL INCREASED 

MAXIMUM 
TAKE-OFF WEIGHT OF 

9,920 LBS. 

[/-- 

PC-12 specifications include: 
) Cruise Speed 270 kts. 
) Range exceeding 1,600 n.m. 
) Operates to 30,000 ft. 
) King Air size cabin 
) 4.5 x 4.5 Cargo Door 
b Flushing Potty 

Since 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd. has been an aircraft manufacturer in Stans, Switzerland. 
Pilatus is one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world. 

AVIATION SALES, INC. 
Centennial Airport 

12260 E. Control Tower Road 
Englewood, Colorado 80 1 12 

Phone (303) 799-9999 

AA 
Piper SERVICE CENTER 



President's Comer - Continued from Page 5 

a major marketing opportunity for Piper. 
At present Piper has declined to assume 
this responsibility. Certainly I feel at a 
real loss over this "wing bracket" S.B. 
Several phone calls have been made to 
Piper as well as to some of the distribu- 
tors. Right now, the distributors are 
taking as much heat as anyone over this 
issue. 

It is, of course, M*MOPA's position 
to enhance this aircraft and the New 
Piper Aircraft company, where and when 
deserved. There are, of course, on-going 
discussions with Piper and others over 
this issue and, hopefully, a better out- 
come will be forthcoming. In the 
meantime, your M*MOPA board so- 
licits comments from the membership 
concerning this issue. Please use the 
web site for your comments or send 
them to any board member or me. 

1999 M*MOPA Convention 
Kansas City 

Piper certainly can look forward to a 
real opportunity at our convention this 
year. They will be providing three hours 
of the academic session basically cover- 
ing the operational features and theory 
of the new Meridian. There will also be 
an update on the JetPROP. In addition, 
we will have other outstanding speakers 
who will cover maintenance, additions 
and modifications, as well as engine 
operations. 

Our speakers include Kevin Mead, 
David Conover, George Braly of GAMI, 
Bill Foreman sponsored by Insight Corp., 
and a representative from JetPROP, Inc. 
CAM1 will provide an excellent oppor- 
tunity for everyone to experience spatial 
disorientation in their trainer. Bruce 
Landsberg from the AOPA Air Safety 
Foundation will deliver the Hyman 

Memorial Lecture. The AOPA Air 
Safety Foundation has also been re- 
tained to run the Pinch Hitter Course 
this year. 

Naturally, Kansas City is agourmet' s 
delight and well known for its Jazz. Bill 
Alberts informs me that the Marriott 
Muehlbach Towers is the nicest hotel we 
have used for our conventions so far. If 
you have not marked your calendar for 
the convention, do so now. Thedates are 
the 23rd, 24th, and 25th of September 
1999, in Kansas City. Parking will be on 
concrete, and we will all be together on 
the same ramp. 

Keep up the good maintenance prac- 
tices, train, and fly safe. I am really 
looking forward to seeing you in Kansas 
Citv this Sevtember. 

SERVING THE 
AVIATION 
INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1979 

A viation Specialist 

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE 
Bcglnntn3 WIbli &e E f b t  b Know Om Uie&s Villues d, RcgPbrmentr 

Specific Policy Research  - Client Updating 
Insurance Contract Rev iew  

Our Commitmentr 
To serve our clients with such care and excellence that I 

\ they cannot find comparable value elsewhere. 1 

P. 0. Box 3474 SZmi Valley, California 93093 
Tel: (805) 522-3428 Fax: (805) 522-1 739 ' 

Don M. Grondln 
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Here are our new members since the 
last issue of the magazine. 

Bob Conmy 
N629BC 

Anaheim, CA 

Scott Martin 
N202SE 

Fairhaven, MA 
Thomas J. Daly 

N1258Q 
Aspen, CO 81611 

Bob is President of American Air 
Balance Co, Inc., and owns a 1997 Mi- 
rage with TCAS, Argus7000, spoilers, 
extended fuel . . . wow! Sounds like a 
nice bird, Bob! 

Scott operates the Brahmin Leather 
Works, Inc. He owns a 1989 Mirage 
and holds Pvt., Instrument and Rotor- 
craft ratings. Thomas has a new 1999 Mirage to be 

delivered in February. He is a commer- 
cial building contractor. Walter Floyd 

N310WF 
Ft. Worth, TX 

Cleve Breedlove 
NSOJB 

Los Fresnos, TX 
Nofal Kahook 

N4321L 
Plantation, FL Walter is the Principal in a Commer- 

cial Real Estate Brokerage firm. He is a 
1,500 hour ME Instrument rated pilot. 

Cleve is a banker and owns a 1994 
Mirage. He has 600 hours and is Pvt. and 
Inst. rated. 

Mr. Kahook is a Real Estate Devel- 
oper. He owns a 1984 Malibu, and is a 
Private pilot with an Instrument rating. Thomas Dietiker 

N46TD 
Torrance, CA 

Bert van Gelder 
Aem Semce b.v. 
Lelystad, Holland 

Louis Gittings 
Indianapolis, IN 

Thomas is President of Elekon In- 
dustries. He has a new 1998 Mirage. Louis is an administrative assistant 

and lives in Indianapolis. 
Another International member! 

Welcome to our organization, Bert. 
J. G. Henshall 

N92562 
Isle of Man 1M7 5AS 

John Gostomski 
Omaha, NE 

Duane Harlan 
N444DT 

Sacramento, CA 95825 
John owns Futureware Distributing 

Inc. He currently owns a Lancair N-P, 
but is looking to sell it. 

Mr. Henshall has a 1995 Mirage 
with spoilers and 4 blade prop. His is 
a retired manager of a Pickle and Sauce 
Manufacturing company. 

Duane holds a Private license with 
an instrument rating. He has a 1986 
Malibu. 

Michael Sobota 
N126SR 

Gaithersburg, MD 
Ky Hornbaker 

Overland Park, KS 
Larry Snyder 

N4380S 
Branson. MO 

Michael comes recommended by Dan 
Lawson. He has a 1989 Mirage, and is 
President of a Collection Agency. 

Ky isn't a Malibu owner just yet, but 
has a purchase in progress. Larry lives in "Entertainment City", 

Continued on Page 44 
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Wear 'N Tear - Continued from Page 11 

In a majority of these cases, the 
wastegate is the culprit. The wastegate 
basically functions as a relief valve to 
maintain a constant selected MAP. The 
wastegate is controlled by a controller, 
which provides oil pressure to the 
wastegate to open or close the unit. The 
valve of the wastegate is subject to cok- 
ing and buildup from the exhaust pass- 
ing through it. This causes the valve to 
become sticky and not operate properly 
as the controller sends oil pressure to 
maintain MAP. The resulting effect is 
the controller having to send higher 

I than normal pressure to the controller. 
Then, when it finally moves, it "over- 
shoots" and starts the oscillation until 
it settles down. 

The wategate can be inspected by a 
service facility and actuated with a regu- 
lated air source to inspect the valve move- 
ment. The valve should be moving 
smoothly at a predetermined psi and 
fully actuated by another predetermined 
level. If the valve is not functioning 
within these parameters, then an over- 
haul or exchange is required. Should the 
valve not fully close, then this could be 
a cause of premature MAP loss. If the 
valve is moving properly, then the con- 
troller may need to be evaluated. 

A preventative measure that many 
owners have developed is a regular lu- 
brication of the valve with penetrating 
oil such as "mouse milk". This action at 
every oil change seems to extend the life 
of the wastegate assembly. However, at 
any time - if oil is leaking from the vent 
on the bottom of the valve - the unit 
should be removed for repair. 

The second most common area of 
difficulty reported recently is the auto- 
pilot. Most of the difficulties involved 
pitch oscillations or out of trim condi- 
tions. The KFC-150 system is inte- 
grated into various systems in the air- 
craft and has sensors to monitor system 
operation. A majority of the problems 

I involve the pitch servo. The trim springs 
in the servo, which sense elevator pres- 
sure, have a tendency to break or bend 

and not provide the trim servo move- 
ment to assist the pitch servo. This 
problem will affect altitude capture, al- 
titude hold flight in rough air, and 
glideslope coupling to name a few. If any 
of these problems are occurring, then the 
pitch servo is usually the first suspect. 

Additionally, there are "tach feed- 
back" circuits and servo motor torques 
that can also cause performance prob- 
lems. So, it is practical to have the 
autopilot serviced at a facility that not 
only has the bench equipment to test and 
repair the servos, but the ramp equip- 
ment to test the entire aircraft system in 
the aircraft. In some cases, this equip- 
ment is connected and a test flight must 
be performed to diagnose an intermittent 
problem. For the real tough issues, 
AlliedSignal offers regional technical 
support through technical representatives 
who will visit your avionics facility and 

work with them to provide a solution to 
the problem. These services are sched- 
uled through AlliedSignal in Kansas. 

The preventative maintenance on the 
autopilot is widely overlooked. Allied- 
Signal recommends all servos and clutch 
assemblies be removed, inspected, and 
cleaned annually. This action can detect 
and resolve issues that may be affecting 
proper autopilot performance. 

I'm always looking for service diffi- 
culties or problems on the PA-46 air- 
craft. If you have a service question or 
would like to advise me of a recent 
problem that was difficult to diagnose, I 
would appreciate hearing from you. You 
can reach me on the M*MOPA website 
or at the office at 410-574-4144. 

You can also email information to 
dconover@skytechinc.com. 

Call For Articles 

Our Association is built upon the premise 
that members should share information 
with each other. With that in mind, if you 
have an experience you would like to 
discuss with us be it safety related, a 
problem you have solved or a particularly 
interesting place you have visited, please 
write it up and submit it for publication. 

We can all learn and benefit from each 
others experience, 

Call me for details at 904-761 -0834 or fax 
your article to 904-761 -0745, 1 prefer email 
contact at <skysy@mindspring.com>. 

Sy Weiner 
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Al. This is a localizer type ap- 
proach, however, the course width is 
either six or twelve degrees wide. 

A2. The LDA course is more 
accurate than an SDF, but more than 
five degrees off centerline, and at 
some locations even has aglideslope. 

A3. Weather must be 100013, the 
airport or a preceding aircraft must 
be in sight. 

A4. Pilot must request a con- 
tact, but ATC can issue a visual if 
higher WX minimums apply. You 
do not have to accept this and at 
times should not. 

AS. MSA is for ethergency use 
only, is defined by an NDB or VOR, 
only obstacle clearance is guaran- 
teed and no course guidance. 

A6. 1000 foot obstacle clear- 
ance, but not necessary, 2000 feet 
in mountainous area when lower is 
needed for an approach. 

A7. Make a low approach, 
missed, touch and go, stop and go, 
or a full stop landing. 

A8. None, you won't receive 
priority and should declare an 
emergency. 

A9. When to begin descent to 
MDA, your position each mile on 
final, and arrival at MAP. 

A10. When established on a 
segment of a published route or an 
instrument approach procedure. 

A1 1. Continue the approach to 
the MAP at or above the MDA or DH 
before executing any turns. 
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Does Your Hangar Lease 
Void Your Insurance? 

Have you signed a new hangar lease 
lately? There is a growing trend that you 
may be confronting when negotiating 
yourfuture hangar leases. 

Fixed Base Operators (FBO's) and 
hangar owners all over the country have 
begun to include clauses in their con- 
tracts requiring their tenants to hold the 
lessor harmless from any and all liability 
incurred out of the operation of the ten- 
ant or in the FBO's handling or move- 
ment of the tenant's aircraft. Some are so 
broad as to include hold-harmless clauses 
for the landlord's negligent acts and re- 
quire blanket waivers of subrogation (the 
company's right ofrecovery against neg- 
ligent third parties) for aircraft handling 
and, in some cases, product's liability. 

It may seem the contractual elimina- 
tion of the lessor's legal liability may go 
with the current national infection of not 
accepting responsibility for one's ac- 
tions. In this case, however, it is just 
good business to pass the financial re- 
sponsibility off to some other party if at 
all possible. Keep in mind, the insurance 
coverages protecting FBOs for their le- 
gal liability are very expensive. Any- 
thing they can do to minimize this expo- 
sure can reduce the insurance costs that 
must be passed along to their customers. 

In this endeavor, attorneys lay awake 
at night trying to outsmart their client's 
business associates. I must admit, I have 
encouraged my clients, as well, to pass 
off their liability exposure by contract 
whenever they can. It is certainly less 
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President of CS&A Aviation Insurance, Inc., one of the largest and most prominent 
aviation insurance specialists in the Southeastern United States. Tom has distin- 
guished himself in the area of aviation risk management and in the placement of 
insurance for high performance aircraft. He works extensively with FBO's, mainte- 
nance, parts, training and service organizations. 

A graduate of Middle Tennessee University, Tom has been involved in aviation 
insurance for the past twenty years. 

expensive than buying insurance. In this 
article, however, I will be dealing with 
the hangar lessee's plight and what can 
be expected in the event of a loss. 

The success of the hangar lessor to 
impose a hold-hdess  agreement upon a 
tenant usually depends on the demand for 
hangar space in the area. In most of the 
metropolitan areas today, hangar space 
comes at a premium. Because it is in short 
supply, rent is expensive and the hangar 
lessor can call the shots in negotiating the 
contract. This will continue as long as 
there are waiting lists for hangars. 

So, the aircraft owner must make the 
most of the situation. Some of my 
clients are attempting to dodge this bul- 
let by negotiating a land lease and build- 
ing their own hangar only to find the 
same hold-harmless requirements tied 
to the land lease. 

Where do you start? You must first 
understand the inter-relationship be- 
tween the lease requirements and your 
insurance policy. 

Most leases have two parts that deal 
with your liability requirements and with 
your insurance minimums. The fust sec- 
tion is often entitled IndemnSfication, 
and the second may be appropriately 
named Insurance. The Indemnification 
section deals with the lessee's liability 
responsibility. Some contracts are very 
fair, only stipulating the lessee's responsi- 
bility arising out of the occupancy or use 
of the leased premises. Some agreements, 
however, are very unfair requiring the 
lessee to assume the lessor's liability or 
responsibility for negligent operations. 

Usually, this section will impose a hold- 
harmless agreement upon the lessee. Such 
wording will eliminate the lessor's liabil- 
ity for any damage to the lessee's aircraft 
or other property. 

Typically, it will contain wording simi- 
lar to the following: "The lessee hereby 
releases and will defend, indemnify and 
hold harmless the lessor from and against 
any and all liability, claims, penalties, 
fines, and suits accrued against, charged 
to or recoverable from the lessor by reason 
of any occurrence in, upon, or at the pre- 
mises, however caused," . . . . etc. 

Unfortunately, they do not caution 
the lessee to obtain approval from their 
aircraft underwriter before signing the 
contract. As a result, the acceptance of 
increased liability may void coverage 
under your policy. When a contract 
requires you to "hold the lessor harmless 
from any and all liability for bodily injury 
or property damage arising out o f .  . .", 
most policies will respond as follows: 
"Assumed liability - We won't cover 
any liability you assume under acontract 
or agreement other than an airport con- 
tract you sign with a governmental body 
so you may use an airport." 

In addition, the policy may say: "We 
won't cover any person or organization 
or their agents or employees that manu- 
facture or sell aircraft, aircraft engines or 
aircraft accessories. Nor will we cover 
people or organizations that operate an 
aircraft repair shop, aircraft sales agency, 
aircraft rental service, commercial fly- 
ing service or flying school or any per- 
son engaged in commercial aviation." 

Continued on Page 32 



The secondMalibufMiragePilots SE 
GROUP met on December 4th and Sth, 
1998 at Brookley Field, Mobile, Ala- 
bama. The meeting was a success with 
over 20 folks attending a marvelous tour 
of the TCM factory including the review 
of their new diesel prototype. The tour 
lasted approximately three hours and 
went from forging of parts to the test cell. 
TCM apparently is in amassive modern- 
ization program. 

Van arrived with his Walter turbine 
aircraft, and several of us were treated to 
lazy eights and chandelles -quite apow- 
erhouse over Mobile Bay. 

On Saturday, we gathered at the FBO 
and several of the ladies went on to 

Bellingrath Gardens, a magnificent flower 
studded park (donated by the Coca Cola 
folks) for the enjoyment of the public. 

The scientific session consisted of 
Dave Conover reviewing the fix for the 
latest wing root service bulletin and a 
review of the major service bulletins and 
SDRs for the entire fleet. Dave reviewed 
with us how to search the web for the 
SDRs. We also addressed the turbo 
failures which he could not document 
through the records at his shop, but he 
made several recommendations regard- 
ing the inspection intervals and how to 
inspect the turbos. We also became 
aware again of the very important job of 
rigging the air box which is not always 
done competently in the field. Many 
practical turbo flying techniques were 
offered by Van - who is a veritable 
storehouse of knowledge. 

Lester Kyle went over, 
in detail, the recurrent 
problem areas in training. 
There was rapt attention 
as he machine gunned 
some of the recurrent de- 
ficiencies he sees in re- 
current training students. 

the pilot-to-pilot dis- 
cussion lasted about 

1-112 hours while we munched on 
lunch catered by the FBO. We dis- 
cussed recurrent headaches on our air- 
craft, how we fly the planes, overall 
reliability, etc. 

Interestingly, among those attend- 
ing, four to five of the pilots routinely 
fly to Mexico, Hispaniola and Lesser 
Antilles. 

For the afternoon, we split into two 
groups. The Mirage folks went with 
Lester for an intensive preflight, and 
Dave used my plane for an intensive 
hands on review. There usually were 
only 4-5 pilots peering into the plane, 
and we were able to see and touch every- 
thing. I personally benefited most from 
this part of the meeting. 

Continued on Page 22 
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Southeast Group - Continued from Page 21 

Unfortunately, the day was full, and we did not have time 
to buddy fly - perhaps next time. One-half of the pilots left 
on Saturday and the rest enjoyed the wonderful historic 
Raddisson and the nice upscale restaurants. Marylou and I 
went for a carriage tour of this historic and beautiful downtown. 

The FBO was on top of everything, and it seems all were 
pleased. The cost of the whole trip was less than 200 dollars 
(not including travel and drinks). 

A very warm thanks to Dave Conover and SkyTech, 
Lester Kyle, Downtowner FBO, and TCM factory for a most 
enjoyable time. 

The next meeting will probably be in Charleston, South 
Carolina, or Sarasota, Florida. 

We are also planning a short flyout only to the Eastern 
Canadian provinces - it is in the planning stages. 

Hope to see you at the next SE GROUP sponsored activities. 

Fly safely and with joy. 

AIRCRAFTCOVERS 
I CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS 

Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications 
Reduces interior temperature by approx. 25" F. 
Prevents damage caused by leaking door and window seals. 

Covers Also Available: 

TOM COWRS TOLL FREE 
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The 401(k) Company Flight Department started up in March, 1995. Since that time, we 
have operated a ~ e s s n a  21 ON, a Mooney TLS, and now a 1996 Piper Malibu Mirage. 

By Walt Tollefson 

Introduction 

We took delivery of our Malibu Mi- 
rage in October 1996. To date, we have 
put 587 hours on the airplane in 28 
months for an average of about 20.1 
hours a month. 

Of all of our corporate aircraft to 
date, the Mirage has been the most 
comfortable, efficient, and classy. 
Since the Malibu is a single-engine 
airplane capable of flying in the flight 
levels, we were very concerned from 
the start about safety. 

In order to alleviate most of our 
fears, we elected to trend monitor the 
aircraft, put it on an aggressive preven- 
tative maintenance program, and man- 
age the engine very carefully and me- 
thodically in flight. 

I suppose we could have purchased a 
twin-engine, recip or turboprop, but ev- 
ery business has to make a good decision 
based on cash flow. I have seen a lot of 
pilots come and go because they con- 
vinced their employer to purchase too 
much airplane. I have also seen a lot of 
pilots come and go because they con- 
vinced their employer to purchase an 
airplane that could not do the mission 
comfortably and efficiently. For us, the 
Malibu fit the bill perfectly. 

Some of our trend monitoring re- 
sults, cost of operation figures, and en- 
gine management techniques were pub- 
lished in Malibu-Mirage Magazine's 
Summer 1997 and Summer 1998 edi- 
tions. It is interesting to see how many 
people expressed genuine interest in trend 
monitoring their Malibus, but when push 
came to shove, failed to do so because of 
the extra time it takes. 

This article, however, is meant to be 
a general overview of our corporate 
maintenance program, practices, experi- 
ences, and discoveries over the time pe- 
riod that we have operated the aircraft, 
N92771, S/N 4636063. 

Maintenance Program Description 

From the start, we decided to enroll 
our Malibu Mirage on the Piper Pro- 
grammed Inspection, 50 Hour Events, 
progressive inspection program. This 
program is available to all PA-46-310P 
and PA-46-350P aircraft. Essentially, it 
means that we phase inspect our aircraft 
every 50 hours. 

There are four phase inspections: 
Phase 1 is conducted at 50 hours, Phase 
2 at 100 hours, Phase 3 at 150 hours, 
and Phase 4 at 200 hours. After that, 
you start all over again. Each phase 
inspection concentrates on a particu- 
lar part of the aircraft. Four phase 
inspections are equivalent to an an- 
nual, sort of. You do not need to 
annual the airplane if it is on a pro- 
gressive maintenance schedule. 

For your information, the pro- 
grammed inspection manual, approved 
by the FAA, is available to all Malibu 
owners from the manufacturer. Ask for 
Part Number 761788. 

Even though the manufacturer rec- 
ommends changing the oil and filter 
every 50 hours, we change the oil and 
filter every 25 hours. Additionally, we 
send an oil sample to AvLabs every time 
we change the oil. 

We also consider monthly profes- 
sional cleaning of the aircraft to be good 
maintenance practice. 

Our First Flight 

With all that in mind, we took deliv- 
ery of our Malibu Mirage at the factory 
in Vero Beach in October 1996. We 
were so anxious to fly our new Malibu 
that we scheduled our first corporate 
trip in it the very day we took delivery. 
I flew from Vero Beach to Monroe, LA 
to pick up one of our VP's and fly him 
home to Austin. 

My first flight in our new Malibu 
Mirage was interesting. Imagine my 
surprise as I really got to know the new 
airplane on the way to Monroe and dis- 
covered that the #4 CHT probe was 
inoperative. Furthermore, when I put 
the flaps down on the approach to land- 
ing in Monroe, the airplane wanted to 
roll a little bit to the left. The trip from 
Monroe to Austin became even more 
interesting as the red Gear Warning 
Annunciator illuminated and stayed on 
for the rest of the flight. -Finally, the 
pilot's vent window seemed to leak and 
make a lot of noise. 

Upon our return to Austin, our main- 
tenance provider (who attended PA-46 
maintenance school at Vero Beach while 
I attended the initial course) discovered 
that the right flap pusNpull rod end 
needed to be adjusted. The #4 CHT 
probe was replaced as was the vent win- 
dow seal, but the reason we had a red 
Gear Warning Annunciator light illurni- 
nated would not be discovered for a long 
time because it turned out to be an illu- 
sive, intermittent problem. 

Aircrafr Programmed 
Inspection Folder 

One of the things you have to do 
Continued on Page 29 



As wew mpares au- 
thorlzd sakr out- 
la tor sown Middle 
Atlantis Staies from 

k n n y l v r n k  to South Carolina, SkyTrch has kd the nation In the 
sak of new and p r ~ w n o d  BaLibus and Mirages for tho paat eight 
years In a row. We track the pre-owned Ballbu market setla1 number- 
by-serhl aumbr worldwide, and are the only cmpany In the U.S. to 
r.cclive dallv uadates on Maltbu transactions from the FAA. Our 
k k h d g e  4 a;allabk units and selllng prices altows ur to pslt ion 
our inventorv n the ksl VALUES in the market. Addltlonally, all of 
our Malibus in thoroughly Inspected by our Servlw Departknt to 
insure that your new Malibuvs mechanical condltlon Is completely 
up-to-date, and that all cppllcabk Sewice Latters and Sewlce Bull* 
tins have boon addremod. 

1999 MIRAGE I I 
FIY), Spec to order. Standard new features: 
EMIS EngineMonitoring System, BFGSmart 
Boot System, Precise Flight Speed Brakes, 
Allied Signal KFC-225 Flight Control 
System. Available Options include: Argus 
7000CE Moving Map, BFG WX-1000E 
Stormscope, Second Transponder, and much 
more. Two-Year L i t e d  Warranty. 

TIRED OF TRYING TO FIND A RUNWAY 1 d 
ScyT*h ts to announce the avaWtl1ty of the FAA approved MATED wl EL...ui 
existing "hot plate" assembly and provides excellent vlslblllty and airline technology w i U ~ y l  
out your windshield, give us a call to discuss scheduling and InsRlIation centers in yow rr 

200 HOURS TOTAL TIME. King equipped 
Dual KX-165 NavIComs, KLN-90B Approach 
Certified GPS, KN63 DME, KR-87 ADF, KT- 
' 1 Transponder, KAS-297 AltitudePreselectn, 
RDR-2000 Vertical F'rofile Radar, and KFC- 
150 Flight DirectorIAutopilot System. 
Executive Group, Co-PilotInstruments,Engine 

onitoring System, and much more. 

- - 
- - 

MERIDIAN 

Call for information and details on this Excitinp 
New Generation Turboprop! i l 



SItyTWs FAA-Csmtred m r  St& 
tion and Piper-Authorized Service 
FacHHy employs 22 malntenanw and 
avionice specialists. Four of our 

pkyTrch b proud to ofhr the 
~exctting SIX upgmda for the 

Ylllbu310P. mYl l lbuSXba 
curtom interior uwrrdr that technicians also hold FAA Inspection Authorization ~rt#icates. Our extensive experience 

with the W b u  and Mime has allowed SkvTech to become the laraea MalibuMirw paWngrCFcnltinloabagu,@fitsorrn! m s x ~ i 0 i r i n d u d r s ; a  
b (87C'd) c o m p o ~  headilner assembly, redesigned rkb lodge 
k.r4dIJrdbtributkn,dMldoln(Idkd8h8&Irrsrmblks. Allthbb 
l ~ . l g ~ k k k s d l r a t h r r t h r t b c u r t o n n t r H o r e d t o a c w t ~ s  
~ T h e c a b i n a d n g b ~ a n d a m p b t e l y m u n u k c t w r d w i t h  
rslinwowwm. Addllkndly, th, m Includas 8n 'Iwdrunp' i ~uk t l on  
~ ~ ~ ~ n d O e a n d i ~ t h e i n u d r t l o n ~ o f t h e a h t r r d t .  

Setviciin tha U.S. In a d i o n  to our extensive hands-on experience are tinn belkv& 
in factory training. We currently have nim maintenance technicians that have recently 
completed the Piper Maintenance Technician Program. 

Our 18,000 sq. 11. mintenance 
facility and customer shuule 
service serves Malibu and 
Mirage operators from Canada 
to Florida. For cuetomefa who 
remain overnight, we provide 
private office apace and a 
counesy car free of charge. 

b t s l l o r w l f o r t h e v r r y d ~ o m w w w h o ~ t h R M a  
mfkmmt avdkbk We are mud to ~~OUIICO that SIX con& 

(Ism to ba a "QUEEN SWEEP!" A k d l  with thr SIX convasbn curkd 
d ia th YAUBU CLASS! AddHbnnUv, our lnodifkd Six padme took 
kb,L#rs in the MIRAGE class! TO add the-king to tha cake, ~ S X  & won 
M C H U C E  AWARD1 

PARTS 1, Scheduled Service I r r A o w m b a m o r e t r a d i t i o n a l a p p m a h t o l n t e d o r ~ S k g r T ~  
I Y m m  of intwkw option8 to Myour exact yreciflcatlons. Please contact us 

I 100hr 1 annual inspections 
Pressurization service 
Dynamic prop balance 
De-ice system troubleshooting/installation 
Engine replacement/troubleshooting 

~ ~ p a c k a g e t h ~ t d 8 t a i b d l o f o u r p r o g n n r r .  ohmaMlyWaffedperl8 
nmttoassistopsrators in 

Gh W M A N E N T  OBSTRUCTION? . T h e i r e ~ i s e  isbacked 
by our Piper Authorized 

tributor Service Advisor for 
m q  he PA46 aircraft! The m i  windshield removes thc hnical support questions and 
I ylJll film' hrating area. H you a n  tired of looking "around" to we soiutions. Since our inventory is 
m amred toward tha w m r t  of the 

FA-46 aircraft, many Ij6rtr can be 
shipped sameday! Our parts 
depatifnent sewiclw customers 
throughout thewodd and can offer 
intomationel shipping if required. 
in addition to naw parts we stock 
a full assortment of ovefhauled 
Maiibu accessories for exchange. 
Our parts department can be 
reached at 88&393-3004 or faxed 
at 41 0.5767844. 

Avionics ' 
Auto-pilot + and troubleshooting 
Navlcomre 
W S n a n d r e p a i r s  
Flitefone repahhlnstallatirn 
GPS installation 1 *mcertificati~ll~ 
Complete system upgredes 
Custom audidvideo Systems - 

m 

I Total Customer Support I I 

i 
Since the inception of the Malibu, SkyTech has 
been totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our 
total support concept has grown from a strictly sales 
and service int of view into a com lete su port 
network. have developed the h h b u  !arts 
Exchange Network capable of servicing Malit 
customers and service facilrhes anywhere in ti 
world. Our parts department continues to grow and 

vide services for a wide range of maintenance 
ac~lities. Our service department continues to lead P. 

the nation in number of Malibus serviced arA 
maintained. At this point, we have rformc 
h o s t  every major re air conceivable E m  every 
part of the US. AS t& ~ a l i b u  enters its s s m d  
decade of operation, SkyTech is devoting a great 
deal of effort to the maintenance and enhancement 
of the existing fleet. 

In short, no matter what type of problem or questi 
Ive it: 1 I 

Martin State Airport Upgrades / Major Repairs I I 

C) Baltimore, MD 
41015744144 . 

FAX 41 0168712927 



Malibu Maintenance - Continued from Page 7 

such as point, distributor block, or gear 
replacement. Beyond this, it becomes 
more economical to simply replace the 
magneto. But the point is that I am never 
surprised when I open up a 200 hour 
magneto and find awful, scary things. 
To best ensure reliable service until the 
next annual, magnetos should be opened 
every year. Period. 

3) Deteriorated Exhaust Systems. 
Loose or cracked exhaust clamps, 

leaking slip joints orflanges, missing 
attach hardware, and loose or 

deteriorating heat shields. 

I cannot recall ever having opened up 
an airplane that did not have at least one 
of the above mentioned problems. These 
may sound.like minor annoyances, but 
should never be underestimated. Every 
time I correct one of these problems I 
think back on the burnt firewalls, burnt 
wiring, and heat damaged components 

I've seen and the hair raising stories 
I've heard. Happily, these problems 
are easy to spot during an inspection. 
The exhaust system is fairly complex 
but following the recommendations 
of the applicable service bulletin 
(Textron S.B. 521 for the Mirage and 
TCM S.B. M90-8 for the Malibu) 
should alert mechanics to any prob- 
lems before serious damage occurs. 

4 )  Excessive steering freeplay 
resulting from loose 

nosegear actuator bolts. 

This problem is so common, that I 
can feel confident writing it down on my 
inspection report even before I have seen 
an airplane. Stress from landing and 
towing will loosen actuator attach bolts 
in a hurry. Once they are loose, exces- 
sive clearance at the steering horn rollers 
results. And don't let your mechanic tell 
you that the front bolt doesn't have to be 
looked at because it is safety wired. Its 
bushings will wear allowing movement 

in the lower connection of the actuator to 
the nose strut. If loose actuator bolts are 
not addressed, aside from excessive steer- 
ing freeplay, your engine mount or nose 
gear trunion can be damaged. I'm sick- 
ened every time I see this kind of damage, 
because I know how easy it is to look at 
these bolts regularly and keep them tight. 

5)  Low nitrogen pressure in the Gar- 
Kenyon hydraulic accumulator 

The Gar-Kenyon hydraulic what?! 
Although many owners and mechanics 
are unaware of its existence, practically 
all 1984 through mid-1986 model 
Malibus are equipped with a hydraulic 
accumulator which must be serviced with 
nitrogen regularly. Lack of attention to 
the accumulator is often the cause of the 
too-frequent hydraulic pump cycling, 
which results in automatic hydraulic 
pump shut-down. I recommend servic- 
ing with nitrogen about every six months. 
If every affected owner followed this 

Continued on the Next Page 

Modem Aero's FAA Certified Repair Station and Piper-Authorized Service 
Facility has been providing the highest quality and most reliable service you can 
depend on for over 31 years. You can count on our attention to detail and 

Modern Aero, Inc. complete Customer Satisfaction. Our Service Tech~ciansare factory trained 
with extensive experience regarding the Malibmirage. Modem Aero provides 
scheduled service and minor repairs to major installations. 

TSIO-550 STC Installation Center TBM 700 Service Center 
Dealer for Spoilers, Inc. Extensive Parts Inventory 
Radar Pod Installations Avionics Installations 

14801 Pioneer Trail, Flying Cloud Airport 
Minneapolis, MN 55347 

Telephone: (612) 941-2595 Fax: (612) 941-0307 
CertifiedRepair Station M Z E m I ;  

Website: www.modernaero.com Email: modernaero@mindspring.com 



Malibu Maintenance - Cont'd from the Prev. Page 

advice, many hydraulic problems (along 
with many of my telephone consults) 
could be avoided. 

6) Seeping Hydraulic Hoses 

When hoses get old you just have to 
replace them, otherwise they seep. Seep- 
age is often a precurser to a major hy- 
draulic fluid leak. The potential conse- 
quence of such a leak, namely hydraulic 
pump failure, is so serious that I always 
try to follow Piper's recommendations 
for hose replacement. Replacement ev- 
ery three years or 1,000 hrs., whichever 
comes first. 

7 )  Loose Spinner. 

Here's another problem that applies 
only to Malibus. The tape used to shim 
the spinner deteriorates through normal 
wear and must be replaced fairly fre- 
quently, usually about every 100 hours. 
Ignoring this problem can lead to a 
cracked spinner bulkhead. 

8) Malfunctioning autopilot 

The number one autopilot problem I 

see is the failure of the pitch servo to 
autotrim. An avionics technician is not 
needed to diagnose this problem. My 
standardrun-up procedure includes run- 
ning through the pre-flight autopilot 
checks and I train all mechanics under 
my instruction to do the same. I recom- 
mend pulling the servo and sending it 
for repair if I can't get the elevator trim 
to automatically trim andfor the owner 
is experiencing any of the following: 
"porpoising"; clumsy leveling off at 
pre-selected altitude; or aircraft is found 
to be out of trim upon disconnection of 
autopilot, necessitating rapid resetting 
of elevator trim. 

In my experience, repairing the pitch 
servo solves these problems 90% of 
the time. If, however, this does not 
solve the problem, a visit to the avion- 
ics shop is in order. In addition, King 
recommends an annual autopilot servo 
and capstan inspection, which if per- 
formed, dramatically improves the re- 
liability of this autopilot. 

As always, if you would like to dis- 
cuss any of the problems listed above in 
greater detail, please give me a call at 
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Med + Facts - Continued from Page 13 hours the week before - even just had the oil changed. 

My father's best flying buddy - the president of a 
national flying association at the time, had his 182 on skis 
up at their cabin in northern Minnesota one cold winter 
day. It was a clear day for the day of their return, so he 
asked his son (also a pilot) to "check out the bird and warm 
her up for take off'. His son did so. My dad's friend, with 
thousands of hours of flight time, took off that sunny 
winter morning only to stall at the end of runway with the 
cement block still attached to the tail (covered by the last 
night's snow fall) which stalled his aircraft and brought 
his wife and kids to their deaths. My dad's best flying 
buddy spent the rest of his life paralyzed from the waist 
down 'ti1 he died many years later. It was just a little 
omission in the preflight checklist. 

A couple of years ago, I returned from a 30-40 hour 
cross country, was goiig to depart in a couple of days for 
an oh-dark-thirty Saturday departure to Arkansas. The 
weather forecast was for low solid IMC for the next 
morning's departure. So, I went over to the hanger to 
check out the bird that Friday afternoon - in the daylight 
-rather than in the next morning's darkness. I don't know 
why I wanted to do this - I had been with the bird for 40 

I looked over the bird that late Friday, and she looked 
gorgeous as she always does; but, a dip stick check looked 
"funny" to me. The oil certainly didn't look 10 hours old, 
smelled burned, and even tasted funny! I called my A&P 
that late Friday and offered to pay him overtime to check 
and change my oil. He called me at 10 PM that night and 
said the engine would not have run more than a few hours, 
if minutes! More metal in my crankcase than a junkyard! 
A fractured lifter rod. I would have been a few thousand 
feet above the dark early morning cloud deck that Satur- 
day with a sudden, very quiet front end! 

I am not sure what it is between the old and not so bold 
pilots. There certainly is an extra sense we acquire, but 
how to give that gift to our new Malibu pilots is something 
we must do to keep our Malibu alive. The Organization's 
emphasis on initial and recurrent training seems to be the 
answer. It is just like my military aviation experience. 
The more times you can repeatedly punch the adrenaline 
button for each mission or flight in the Malibu, the better 
to stay "ahead of the airplane" -remember "behind" is the 
"smoky hole" - not a good day! 

We are looking for a few good pilots . . . 

Ron ,Cox 
Pres~dent 

themselves to 

If your goal is real Malibu-Mirage proficiency 
and you are willing to work hard to achieve it, 
CALL us. 

AVIATION TRAINING MANAGEMEM 
Post Office Box 2611 Vero Beach, Florida 32961 

CALL (561) 778-7815 or FAX (561) 778-9958 
Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurred 

D~rector  of T r a m g  
Mahbu/M~rage 

'A 46 training. 
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One Operatofs Experience - Conrd frinn Page 23 

when you place your Malibu on a phase 
inspection program is keep a three-ring 
binder full of records. You should make 
a copy for your maintenance service 
provider. Both copies should mirror 
each other. To give you a better idea of 
what this folder contains, here is a list of 
all my tabs: 

1 Introduction 
2 Table of Contents 
3 ProcedureManual 
4 Ptogram ResponsibilityILetter 

to FSDO 

Event #1 Description 
Event #2 Description 
Event #3 Description 
Event #4 Description 
Unscheduled Maintenance 
Checks 
Event Inspection Record 
Discrepancy Record 
Service Publication Compli- 
ance Record 
Airworthiness Directives Com- 
pliance Record 
Equipment Change Record 

Discrepancy Record 

5 Record of Normal Revisions As you can see, one required docu- 
6 Away from Home Station Re- ment in the folder is the discrepancy 

quirements record. On it, you will need to record all 

of the aircraft discrepancies as they oc- 
cur, the aircraft hours when they oc- 
curred, your signature and date. Your 
maintenance provider will then fix the 
problem, record the corrective action in 
your discrepancy record, the work order 
number, signature, date, and certificate 
number of the person responsible for 
performing the repairs. 

Our discrepancy record is currently 
four pages long. By no means do we 
experience problems on every flight, 
but sharing our discrepancy record 
with you may prove interesting. The 
chronological list of our discrepan- 
cies (and selected corrected actions) 
reads as per the outline shown below 
and on subsequent pages: 

Continued on Page 30 

Discrepancy 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminated during flight 

#4 CHT Probe INOP 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminates during chop 

R/H Magneto Switch Light INOP 

R/H Nav Light INOP 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminated during cruise 

Flaps will not extend unless detent is exceeded 
(Lubricated switch linkage) 

Need a lot of left rudder trim during cruise flight 

Intermittent engine vibrations during flight 
(Found induction leaks at #5 and #2 cylinderdreplaced fuel nozzle seals) 

Engine hard to start 
(Adjusted idle mixture, speed) 

Right cabin pressure hose has a vibration hole in it 
(Installed new hose) 

Fuel Pressure Warning light illuminated during flight 
(Replaced faulty fuel pressure switch) 

A/C Hours 

13.9 

13.9 

28.9 

47.3 

50.6 

81.9 

81.9 

103.7 

103.7 

103.7 

103.7 

116.8 

Date 

10/17/96 

10/17/96 

1 013 1/96 

1 1/10/96 

1 1/22/96 - 
1/10/97 

1/10/97 

1/31/97 

113 1/97 

1/31/97 

1/31/97 

2/25/97 



One Operatoh Experience - Cont'd fnxn Page 29 

Oil Pressure dropped to 30 PSI during taxi 
(Removed oil pressure relief valve, cleaned debris from 
valve ball and seat) 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminates during flight 
(Adjusted nose gear actuator up 1 turn) 

Nose wheel shimmy damper making racket 

RN Cabinet cigarette spring broken 

Airstair door FWD cable fraying 

MP varying =/- 2" during cruise 
(Replaced coupling clamp at left hand intercooler inlet) 

Cabin Heat Control Knob will not go in all the way 
(Repositioned heater air inlet duct clamp) 

- 
CHT #6 appears to be running colder than normalltrends 
(Swapped #6 probe with #4 probe/troubleshooting) 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminated during flight 
(Removed md replaced nose gear actuator) 

Airstair door FWD cable fraying 

A lot of heat is coming out of interior vents on RH side 
mgged cabin heat valve to fully close) 

Aircraft will .not hold 42" MP in climb +0/-3 variable 
(Replaced cabin pressurization hose and exhaust gasket 
at #5 cylinder) 

Flap Warning Light IlIuminated after takeoff 
(Inspected the flap system. Found the control rod idler arm 
bushings were worn. R&R. Lubricated all rod end bearings) 

Landing light INOP 

Copilot Turn Coordinator INOP 

EMIS Oil Pressure Gage exceedence Red Light INOP 
(Replaced Module) 

Cabin Pressure Rate Indicator jumps up and down 
(Cleaned outflow valve and checked emergency exit seal) 

Analog vacuum gage reads 5.3 
(Adjusted vacuum pump regulators to read within limits) 

Continued on Page 33 
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Rise  t o  t h e  C H A L L E N G E .  

J -- 3 

AS A PILOT. YOU ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE OF ACQUIRING to duplicate in the aircraft - can be practiced 

and maintaining proficiency in your MalibuIMirage. and perfected in the simulator with complete realism 

And as the world's foremost aviation training and safety. FlightSafety's MalibuIMirage simulator 

organization, we can help even includes a weather radar 

you face that challenge with 

confidence. 

At FlightSafety Lakeland 

Learning Center in Lakeland, 

Florida - which trains pilots 

from around the world - we 

unit for pilots who desire 

this training. 

Ciassroom instruction is 

facilitated by a host of dedicated 

audio-visual training aids, and 

conducted by FlightSafety's 

offer complete initial and recur- FLIGHTSAFETY LAKELAND LEARNING CENTER professional instructors - them- 

rent training programs for the - one of the 38 Flightsafety selves seasoned pilots who 
centers in the US.. Canada, and France - 

MalibuIMirage. Training is trains pilots from around the world. understand the capabilities 

conducted in an advanced and demands of today's sophis- 

simulator featuring a state-of-the-art VITAL visual ticated, high-performance aircraft. And clients are 

display system, providing an exceptionally realistic also encouraged to learn from each other's oper- 

training environment. In the simulator, proficiency ational experiences. 

in normal flight operations can be honed to a If a high level of proficiency is your goal (and 

fine edge with the utmost cost-effectiveness. And it should be), give us a call. FlightSafety is up to 

emergency procedures - even those too dangerous the challenge. 

Flightsafety intematii 

For more  in format ion.  p l e a s e  ca l l :  T o l l - f r e e  ( 8 0 0 )  7 2 6 - 5 0 3 7  T e l  (941)  6 4 6 - 5 0 3 7  Fax (941)  6 4 4 - 6 2 1 1  @ w w w . f l i g h t s a f e t y . c o m  

Or  w r i t e  us  at:  2 9 4 9  Ai rs ide  Center  Dr ive .  Lakeland.  F l o r i d a  3 3 8 1 1  



Insurance Matters - Continued from Page 20 

As mentioned above, many contracts 
require you to hold the lessor harmless for 
damage to your aircraft. In essence they 
are asking for a "waiver of subrogation" 
from your insurance company. Each policy 
form will treat this problem differently. 
Some companies will not extend cover- 
age if the company's rights of recovery are 
diminished by contract. An example of 
policy wording is: 'This insurance is for 
your benefit alone and not for any other 
person or organization. Except for what 
you agree to do under an m r t  Contract, 
you promise not to do anythmg that will 
take away our right to collect for damages 
caused by others." (Note again that an 
airport contract is a contract you sign with 
a governmental body so you may use an 
airport.) Other's policies will not allow the 
insured to waive the company's right of 
subrogationafter the loss. 

Let's assume you find there is a short- 
age of hangar space, the lessor is not 
willing to negotiate, and you want to keep 
your aircraft inside. What can be done? 
Keep in mind, your underwriter wants 

your aircraft to be hangared just as much 
as you do. It certainly reduces the "not in 
motion" exposure. We suggest, before the 
final contract is negotiated and before 
executing the agreement, that you for- 
ward a copy of the contract to your agent 
for underwriter approval. Request that 
any increased exposure be accepted under 
the policy and certificates of insurance be 
issued to confirm compliance with the 
lease contract. If there are sections of the 
contract that are too rigid for the under- 
writerto accept, request suggestedchanges 
that canbe offered during your final nego- 
tiations with the lessor. Remember, it is in 
everyone's best interest to agree. 

In the insurance section many con- 
tracts require the lessee to carry specified 
limits of aircraft liability. In many of these 
cases, the limits required are in excess of 
the limit actually offered in the lessee's 
policy. Don't assume you can increase 
your liability limits. In some cases, due to 
the pilot's lack of experience, increasing 
the liability limit is not possible. In other 
situations, increased limits can be pur- 
chased but they may be very expensive. 
Again, check with your agent before you 

conclude your contract negotiations. 

As the agent, I have assisted in the 
hangar contract negotiations in several 
ways. I have found it productive to find 
out exactly what the lessor wants from 
his very intrusive and often unreason- 
able contract wording. Many times the 
lessor carries hangarkeepers legal li- 
ability insurance and is just worried 
about his deductible. This is usually 
$2,500 or $5,000 per occurrence. In 
such situations, I have suggested waiv- 
ing the insurance company's rights of 
subrogation for the deductible amount 
only. Other times, we have reached an 
agreement by waiving rights of subro- 
gation above $1,000,000. This seems to 
work when the FBO carries relatively 
low limits of liability and the lessee has 
a very expensive aircraft. By putting a 
cap on the lessor's exposure, we elimi- 
nate his need to purchase higher and 
very expensive coverage limits. 

Find out the needs of those involved 
and discuss them with your agent. I think 
you will find both your agent and your 
underwriter more than eager to help. 

If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of 
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest 
price to get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today. 

Toll-Free 1-800-537-0960 
(In Sacramento, California) 916-853-8080 

AvQuest Insurance Service 
(A division of Shaw Aviation lnsurance Service, Inc.) 

License # OBI4220 
Buy Your Malibu lnsurance From Someone Who Knows The Market 
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I Renewal Quote! 



One Operator's Expenem - Cont'd from Page 30 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminated during flight 
(Checked hydraulic pump for operation and bled system) 

Vacuum exceedence light illuminated/chirne during start 
(Adjusted vacuum pump regulators to read within limits) 

Latch mechanism on RH rear seat does not lock upright 
(Lubed locking mechanism) 

Passenger noticed that air is coming out of RH rear cup holder 
(Sealed leak around armrest plenum) 

Red Gear Warning Annunciator Illuminated during flight 
(Removed and replaced landing gear emergency release valve) 

Left main gear unsafe indication/retract then ok 
(Removed and replaced landing gear emergency release valve) 

Stall Warning Horn turned on during rolloutlpulled CB, stayed on 
(Removed and replaced LJH Main Gear squat switch) 

Emergency door seal making noises during climbout. 
Cabin depressurizing below 25" MP 
(Removed and reinstalled emergency exit door) 

The airplane walks around a bit on the takeoff roll 
(Removed and replaced torque link bushings) 

Cabin loses pressurization below 25" MP 
(Tightened cabin dump valve control set screw at mixing valve) 

Airstair door FWD cable frayed 
(Removed and replaced FWD door cable) 

Nose gear will not retract all the way 
(Removed and replaced faulty sequencing valve) 

Loud, metallic whirling noise in cockpit/reduces 
with PWR reduction (Install factory new turbochargers) 

UH submerged boost pump tank seal is leaking 
(Removed plate and resealed tank) 

Emergency exit is venting a lot of air 
(Installed new seal) 

Continued on Page 35 
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Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc. 
The Exclusive Piper Distributor &Service Center 

For New York, New Jersey & New England 

The New 1999 Mirages Are On The Way 
Order Your May or June Mirage Today! 

+ 1997 Mirage, N92849 - S/N 4636111"~ 
Columbia Also Offers These Fine + lg% Mirage, N5EG - -51 
Pre-owned Mirages For Sale: 4 1995 Mirage, N646CA - S/N 4622196 

Contact Gary Saunders, "MrSix," or Gordon Ramsay for Brochures & Pricing 

Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc. 
Groton-New London Airport 

Groton, CT 06340 
pH: (860) 449-8999 

Fax: (860) 449-9924 
E-mail: columbiasales@pcnet.com A 

www.columbia-ztir.com PTper- 

Or Contact One of Columbia's Authorized Sales Affiliates Nearest You 
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One Operator's Experience - Cont'd from Page 33 

As you can see, we have had sev- 
eral recurring problems with our 
Malibu Mirage. The most prdminent 
ones have been the illumination of the 
Gear Warning Annunciator light, the 
Emergency Door Seal leaking, the Pi- 
lot Vent Window Seal leaking, and the 
FWD Airstair Door Cable fraying. 

Of course, the event that surprised 

me the most was the illumination of 
the Fuel Pressure Warning Light. It 
just so happened that it was midnight, 
and Austin was reporting 200' Over- 
cast and 1 mile visibility. 

Event Inspection Record 

Another required document for 
your phase inspection folder is the 
event inspection record. You will need 
to record the event number, inspection 

interval, aircraft hours when the in- 
spection took place, date, work order 
number, signature and certificate num- 
ber of the person responsible for per- 
forming the inspection. 

To date, we have had 1 1 programmed 
inspections performed on our Malibu 
Mirage. Here is how much they cost 
(and what we discovered). See Chart 
below. 

Continued on Page 36 

Event # Inspection Date Cost I I 

3 150 411 1/97 Last Record 
(Removed right brake caliper, resealed, reinstalled, and bled system. Replaced right hand turbo support bracket 

and tail pipe support link. Replaced coupling clamp on left hand intercooler inlet.) 

4 200 6130197 Lost Record 
(Removed and replaced left hand brake pads. Repaired engine baffling at right side near #1 cylinder in two 

locations.) 

5 50 8/14/97 $1,493.98 
(Replaced right hand cabin pressurization hose. Replaced #1 cylinder fuel line Adel clamp. Replaced #5 cylinder 

exhaust gasket.) 

6 100 12/5/97 $2,5 12.00 
(Removed and replaced right hand cabin pressurization hose at turbo outlet. Removed and replaced right hand 

tail pipe support strap at turbocharger. Tightened #5 cylinder rocker cover screws. Tightened right hand turbo V- 
clamps, heat shield clamps, and exhaust cross over heat shield clamps. 

7 150 211 2/98 $4,123.81 
(Removed and replaced nose tire and both main tires. Removed and replaced both main brake discs and all linings. 

Cleaned fuel strainer. Removed and replaced battery. Removed, cleaned, and reinstalled outflow valve. Adjusted 
nose gear doors.) 

8 200 4/7/98 $2,542.02 
(Removed and replaced main gear torque link bushings. Removed and replaced left gear squat switch. Repaired 

airbox at top right with riveted doubler. Removed and replaced cabin pressurization hose at firewall.) 

I 9 50 5/22/98 Lost Record 
(Removed and replaced engine driven fuel pump.) I I 
10 100 8110198 $1,981.01 

~ (Adjusted idle mixture. Replaced three fiber washers at prop spinner. Tightened #6 rocker cover screws.) 



One Operator's Experience - Conf'd from Page 35 

To me, the most interesting result of 
all the phase inspections was finding a 
leaking engine driven fuel pump. In 
summary, they are worth it. I sure 
would hate to find something like that, 
maybe if I were lucky, during an annual 
inspection. 

An Interesting Event 

On the way home from Midland, 
Texas, in November 1998, I heard a 
loud, high frequency, metallic whirling 
noise in the cockpit. The noise seemed 
to diminish a bit with the power reduc- 
tion from climb to cruise. At that fre- 
quency, there was only one thing that it 
could be - the turbochargers. 

I took th'e aircraft to the shop, and we 
discovered that both turbochargers had 
loose bearings. The blades were actu- 
ally coming in contact with the housing. 
Wereceivedexchange units within days. 

I give credit to our Bose headsets 
for being able to hear the noise in the 
first place. The more you get to know 
an airplane, the more it becomes an 
extension of your own body. Bose 
headsets cancel a lot of the noise, but 
you can still hear all sorts of little 
things if you listen. 

An Unexpected Incident 

We all know that the nose gear can 
be easily damaged by a ground handler 
who is not familiar with the left and 
right limits while towing the aircraft. 
After you have been based somewhere 
for a couple of years, it is easy to stop 
supervising people when they tow your 
airplane. I think the issue here is 
complacency. 

Nevertheless, being based some- 
where for a couple of years probably 
means that there will be ground handler 
turnover. I was hit with this in December 
1998, when an inexperienced ground 
handler exceeded the nose gear limits, 
sheering a portion of the right side nose 

limit pin and simultaneously bending 
the trunion. 

Texas Piper, in conjunction with The 
New Piper Aircraft, are to be congratu- 
lated for working together to keep my 
down time to a minimum. I can guaran- 
tee you that I will be present at most all 
towing events in the future, if possible. 

Maintenance Cost 

We are still anxiously waiting for our 
exchange turbocharger bill. Neverthe- 
less, The 401(k) Company has spent 
$37,152.01 on maintenance overthe past 
28 months. This includes 24 months on 
warranty and 4 months off warranty. 
This averages out to be $1,326.86 a 
month or $15,922.29 a year. 

With 587 hours total time on the 
aircraft, our maintenance cost averages 
out to $63.29 an hour. We feel that the 
expense involved in keeping our aircraft 
in excellent condition is well worth the 
money. Indeed, we fly our single-engine 
Malibu Mirage under IFR conditions, 
both night and day. 

Conclusion 

I have met Malibu owners who have 
spent much more than we do a year on 
maintenance. I have met others who 
have not. Most of them choose annual 
inspections. Nevertheless, it has been 
our experience that lots of little things 
happen to the Malibu over time. If not 
spotted and corrected, they can easily 
turn into bigger problems. 

We have had our fair share of prob- 
lems with the landing gear, the induction 
system, fuel system, pressurization, and 
the like. Without an aggressive, phase 
inspection program, we could not possi- 
bly maintain our 99.28% plus dispatch 
reliability rate. 

We have also had our fair share of 
dealings with various maintenance ser- 
vice providers. For the past six months, 
we have been working with Texas Piper1 
Cutter Aviation in San Antonio. They 

are doing an outstanding job keeping us 
in the air. 

Something To Think About 

In addition to an aggressive mainte- 
nance program, pilot skill plays a direct 
roll in the service life of the engine. To 
date, our engine management methods 
have yielded excellent results. Our oil 
analysis trends show normal and pre- 
dictable wear and tear on the engine. 
Moreover, our oil consumption rate is 
only 0.17 quarts per hour after almost 
600 hours total time. Our compression 
checks have been outstanding. We have 
not had to even consider topping our 
engine at all. If our trends continue on 
like this, we will easily make TBO with 
the engine. 

The 4 0 1 0  Company will soon be 
upgrading to a turbine twin. We are 
growing well beyond the range-payload 
capabilities of the Malibu. Nevertheless, 
it has proven to be an excellent corporate 
platform. 

Our employees not only enjoy flying 
in it, but feel very comfortable in it as 
well. Indeed, it is a classy airplane with 
corporate ramp appeal. Personally, I am 
thankful that the Malibu Mirage proved 
to be a real catalyst in the growth of The 
401(k) Company Flight Department. 

VUR Ynt ANNUAL LONVENIION 
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MAUBU/MIRAGE SPECIAUSTS. A staff of thirteen maintenance veterans and a BendixJKing avionics expert 
provide superior technical support. As Northern California's only Factory Authorized Piper Service Center, in 
cooperation with AVEX, Inc., Flightcraft's Hayward facility combines MalibuIMirage experience with factory support 
and an extensive parts inventory. 

QUlCMURN ENGINE PROGRAM. Flightcraft's unique QUICK TURN engine replacement program provides an 
overhauled engine directly from our inventory. No waiting for time consuming overhauls. Call for details about 
installing a balanced and blueprinted Lycoming engine in your Mirage! 

AFTERMARKET PRODUCTS. Flightcraft offers modification products including the =VK TSIO-550 engine 
installation, Speed Brakes, Sound Proofing, Digital Tachometers; & Monitors and RAM Cooling Kits. 

LOCATION. Flightcraft's facility is located at the Hayward Airport, just minutes from San Francisco, Oakland and 
San Jose. As a full-service FBO, Flightcraft offers complete aircraft maintenance, avionics, parts, charter and ground 
service support. 

CALL JAMES ALLEN 

800.752.7924 or 51 0.264-5567 

la 
Piper 

/I /GHfCR!Pf 
The R~ghf Approach 

19990 Skywest Drive - Hayward, California 94541 
a PAPE' GROUP company 



The old saying that goes, "There is 
more than one way to skin a cat," could 
also apply to leaning an air cooled air- 
craft engine. From the mid 50's until 
1961, I flew Super Constellations across 
the Atlantic. Its complex 18 cylinder, 
two stage supercharged and turbo 
charged engines were specifically de- 
signed to run at high altitude. Its 36 
spark plugs each had a coil adjacent to it, 
so the long wires from the magneto to the 
coils could be low tension to lessen the 
chance of high voltage ignition leaks. 

We still had significant cylinder 
problems flying at 25,000 feet (the 
brochure altitude) and usually flew in 
the 17/18 thousand foot range. To get 
the distance required, we always flew 
on the lean side of peak. 

By Henry Van Kesteren 

The point is - running on the lean 
side of peak fuel mixture is not a new 
idea. Piper, with the 520 Malibus 
mandated it. With my STC'd 550, we 
don't necessarily require it. If you are 
satisfied with the performance on the 
lean side - no problem. 

The lean side of peak reduces power 
output for a given MPRPM setting . . . 
and with a cooler running engine and 
slight reduction in fuel flow relative to 
IAS. But, again, there is no free lunch. 
A mag check will usually reveal a 
slight roughness. Whether that's bad 
or not is debatable. It's certainly more 
comfortable to have a smooth mag 
check and smooth operation has to 
reflect in less maintenance to overall 
aircraft operations. 

Here is a 3 step experiment you 
may try for any cruise altitude you 
may be flying. 

Step 1. Let's say you are at FL 180 - 
65% power - 2,400 RPM - 28.5 MP - 140 
KIAS - Peak 1,700 TIT - Lean 1,650 - 50 
degrees lean of peak - Fuel Flow 16 GPH 
- Mag check slightly rough. 

Step 2. Now increase mixture to 
1,650 TIT, 50 degrees rich of peak, same 
altitude - RPM - MP - KIAS now 147. 
Fuel flow 20.5 GPH - Mag check smooth. 
You say, well that's not very good 
economy. 5.5 GPH for 7 knots airspeed 
increase. So, now go to . . . 

Step 3. Assuming you were satisfied 
with 140 U S ,  reduce the MP so you 

Continued on the Next Page 

1996 and 1997 were outstanding years for Lester's Malibu Training Courses with 
50 aircraft and 68 pilots in 1996 to 68 aircraft and 80 pilots in 1997. That totals 
over 51 0 Malibu schools since 1984. Fly in for quality training, don't be fooled by 
the price. All my past customers are alive and well. 

Refresher From $370.00 Initial From $1,090.00 

Client Recommendations 

I have flown with Lester for the past 13 years since my initial training, and what 
I like about Lester is his way of correcting you and advising you about what needs 
to be improved. In addition, his mechanical knowledge of the aircraft has more 
than once led to a needed fix of potential problem. I now take recurrent training 
every six months including night and IFR, and never fail to learn something new 
on every visit. Highly recommended. 

Sy Weiner 

For Scheduling or Further information 
Call Lester Kyle's Aircraft Training 

561 m562.5438 
I 
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Leaning - Continued from the Previous Page 

are again indicating 140 knots. Keep the 
RPM and altitude the same. You may 
make a slight mixture adjustment to stay at 
1,650 degrees on the rich side of peak. 
Mag check smooth. Manifold pressure 
reduced from 28.5" to 25.5". Fuel flow 
17.5 GPH. If you refer to the power table 
(Figure 1), you have reduced to 55% power 
for the same speed with a smooth engine. 

All temps are well within the green. 

The conclusion is that even though 
your MPIRPM may indicate a given 
power setting, you probably are not 
getting that power on the lean side. 
My personal preference is to have the 
smoothest running engine possible, all 
temperatures well within the green, 
and if it costs a gallon or slightly more 
per hour to achieve, I think it's worth 

it. The manifold pressure reduction is 
even greater at low altitudes. In fact, 
at very low power, running a Conti- 
nental at peak is okay, as recommended 
by Lycoming for all cruise power set- 
tings. The key to any leaning method 
is normal temperatures and a smooth 
engine as verified with a mag check. 

If any of you try this experiment, I 
would appreciate feedback. 
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I was stunned to read (Check-In 
M*MOPA latest issue) that a pilot, 
climbing to 16,000 ft. assigned, in 
and out of clouds, would turn off 
the autopilot at this most critical 
juncture! What da hell is pre-select 
or Altitude Hold for?? He needs 
instructions - big time! ! 

THIS SECTION IS DEVOTED TO LE-ITERS, COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL 
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE M0MOPA WOULD LIKE TO SHARE. 

PLEASE SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: RUSS CAAUWE, MALIBU~MIRAGE 
OWNERS AND PLOTS ASSOCIATION, P. 0 .  Box 1824, FREMONT, NEBRASKA 
68025 FAX: (402) 753-0765 

Hi Sy, Dear Sy: 

No experiences to share since I 
don't own a Malibu (yet!). Sugges- 
tion: an article comparing the new 
speed brakes on the '99 Mirage with 
our system. We would welcome it and 
help in any way possible. Thanks. 

Lynn MacLean, Spoilers, Inc., 
800/544-0169, Fax 704/483-8473 

Left tank fuel boost pump. An- 
nunciator light trips at the Flight 
Levels. Doesn't seem to be a prob- 
lem at the lower altitudes. In for 
maintenance now - will advise 
(Third fix in 1-112 years). 

Dennis Duly, Mike Chiodo 
800/228-6200, ext 134 

SPECIALIZING IN INTENSIVE 

WEEKEND TRAINING A T  YOUR 

LOCATION OR OURS. 

(888) 7GOSAFE (727) 822-16 

FAX: (727) 82 1-90 13 

@ ECLIPSE INTERNATWNAL INC 
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The Jet Prop was an origjnal dream 
of Warren Wood from years back after 
owning a Malibu and a Mirage. He met 
and later teamed up with Darwin Conrad 
and Jeanie Sadler, partners in Rocket 
Engineering of Spokane, Washington, 
to form Jet Prop LLC Partners. Darwin 
is no stranger to obtaining STC's, and 
with a total of twenty-one to his credit, 
began working on the Malibu Jet Prop 
conversion. After a couple of PT6 selec- 
tions for the powerplant, a conversion 
was completed just in time for Septem- 
ber 1996 Malibu Convention in 
Monterey, California. However, he had 
not yet received the STC approval. A 
Malibu fuselage was bought to do all the 
necessary stress testing and two more 
conversions were completed prior to the 
September 1997 Malibu Convention in 
Nashville. 

Interest in this new machine was so 
great three units could not keep up with 
the demo flights, still the STC was yet to 
be had. In the Summer of 1998, the spin 
testing was completed. Finally, at the 
greatest of all aircraft gatherings - 
Oshkosh, the FAA awarded LLC Part- 
ners the long deserved STC. 

By Lester Kyle 

The Malibu airframe now has been 
certified four times, and though the early 
enginelairframe was a good match, they 
had many engine problems and failures, 
about 24% in the first three years. A new 
Lycoming was bolted to the airframe in 
1989, which initially was not a good 
match and still more engine problems 
occurred. Piper has realized the need for 
more horsepower, hence, the Meridian 
is under development, but still a few 
years away. The Jet Prop DLX is here 
now; it is fast, beautiful, has a great rate 
of climb and a virtually maintenance- 
free powerplant. 

With many proven flight hours dur- 
ing November 2nd and 3rd, Warren and 
I did more flight testing with short field 
takeoffs and landings - and I mean short. 
Timed climbs with several level offs for 
cruise speed checks were also accom- 
plished. This included a couple round 
trips between MYR and SFF, a total 
distance 695NM, where the TAS aver- 
aged from 245 to 262 KTS at altitudes 
between FL240 and 270. The wind 
sometimes helped a little, other times it 
hurt as ground speeds varied from 235 to 
300 KTS. The quick climb to altitude 

helped as some icing was encountered 
but presented no problem (ice doesn't 
stick to a rocket well). 

There are things to look forward to in 
the future from Jet Prop LLC. They have 
another new engineon order with ahigher 
gross weight in the works. Folks, this is 
no paper airplane; it's here, it's flying 
and it can be yours. 

However, as of this writing, the July 
1999 spot has already gone. Have no 
fear, Rocket Engineering is gearing up 
to go from one a month conversion to 
three a month by year end 1999. New 
ground has been broken. 

On November 2, 1998, LLC 
Partners completed the Jet Prop 
DLX dream by selecting Lester 
Kyle's Aircraft Training of Vero 
Beach, Florida, to complete the in- 
aircraft transition to the Jet Prop 
DLX. Lester, an original Malibu 
trainer for Piper, has more than 
12,000 hours instructing and 4,000 
hours in the PA-46. He has con- 
ducted more than 785 Malibu train- 
ing sessions and is a member of 
MoMOPA, AOPA and AOA. 
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Available for your 520 or 550 Malibu 
and for your Mirage. 

Enjoy the benefits of vibration free flying with 
reduced noise level and increased performance. 

CALL . . . WE WILL FAX OWNER COMMENTS. 

Price $13,700 outright 
4 Installed and balanced at our facility for $250. No freight charge and no sales 

tax on STC items installed in Florida. Your shop can buy this propeller and STC 
from us. Work out installation, crating and freight charges with them. 



MMOPA Headquarters - Continued from Page 17 Gary Haynes 
Lonetree, CO 

Ron is CEO of New Image Air, Inc. 
He owns a 1998 Mirage. 

Branson, MO. He holds Multi, commer- 
cial, instrumentratings with 1,750 hours. 
His is a 1985 Malibu. 

Gary is a Consultant in Lonetree, 
Colorado. He holds Comm., Instr., MEL, 
CFI, Balloon, and Rotor ratings! 

Doug Lytle 
N702BB 

Kansas City, KS 
Klaus Krebs 

D-EBKK 
Bad Soden, Germany 

Michael Krupa 
N9126N 

Northampton, PA 

Doug is CEO of a Wood Manufac- 
turer of custom cabinetry and related 
products. 

Klaus is another new member from 
Germany! He is a 1,600 hour pilot and 
Multi and IFR rated. Welcome Klaus! 

Michael'sMalibu has an interior from 
"Air M o d  in Batavia, OH. He is a 2,200 
hour pilot and is a mechanical engineer. 

Brent Bostwick 
Irvine, CA 

Dr. Rainer Salfeld 
D-EMPK 

Munich, Germany 

Brent is in the retail sales clothing 
business. He is a 3,500 hour Pvt., SEL, Peter Paras 

Avon Lake, OH MEL, Instrument pilot. 

Dr. Salfeld is a SELIIFR pilot with 
1,000 hrs.. He has a 1997 Mirage. 

Peter is in medical sales. He is in the 
process of looking for a Malibu. 

. Roland Poucke 
00-RVP 

Damme Sijsele, Belgium 

Kurt Gruenig 
N46U 

Kuettigen, Switzerland 

Our European membership is really 
growing! Roland has a 310 Malibu, a 
1984model. He is aManager at Huktranv 
in Belgium. 

Kurtis flying group includes Peter 
Gohl, Sigi Kromer, and Hans Waelchli, 
who recently completed training with 
Ron Cox. 

Jim Lockhart 
N4377A 

Austin, TX 

Marcus Bicknell 
G-RMST 

Chalfont St. Giles UK 

Jim was referred by Dick Perschau, 
who is a partner in the ownership of 
N4377A. Jim is a retired President of 
Midwest Aviation, has over 9,000 hours 
and is ATP rated. 

Marcus is Company Director for 
CMGI Inc. His Mirage is a 1997 model, 
based at Wycombe EGTB. 

Bob Kromer 
San Antonio, TX 

Tom Altieri 
Fairfield, CT Bob is General Manager of AM1 in 

San Antonio. Welcome aboard Bob! 
Tom has sold his Malibu, and will 

have bought a Mirage by the time you 
read this. 

Steve Hall 
N463WP 

Plymouth, MN 

Nadim AbuHaidar 
N9194F 

Hanford, CA 

Steve is Chief Pilot for Superior Air1 
Watt-Peterson Inc. His 95 Mirage is 
based at Flying Cloud. 

Nadim is a Navy FIA-18 Pilot! He 
has a 1989 Mirage, which must seem 
pretty tame by comparison! 

Ron Frederic 
N545J W 

Georgetown, KY 
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S FLY NICE, INC. 

Too! 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED NEW AND USED MALIBU SALES 

LARGE EXPERIENCED PIPER MALIBU SERVICE CENTER 
HUGE PIPER PARTS INVENTORY AND EXPERTISE 
NEW AND USED PILATUS SALES 

FACTORY TRAINED PLATUS TECHNICIANS 

COMPLETE AVIONICS SALES AND SERVICE 
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Display Rates 
Full Page Black & White $ 250.00 

With One Color 460.00 
Full Color 1,200.00 

Half Page Black & White $ 160.00 
With One Color 370.00 
Full Color 790.00 

Inside Front Cover: 
Black & White $ 350.00 
With One Color 560.00 
Full Color 1,300.00 

Inside Back Cover: 
Black & White $ 350.00 
With One Color 560.00 
Full Color 1,300.00 

Back Cover: 
Full Color Only 

Classified Rates 

The classified advertising section include! 
used aircraft, services and used equipmeni 
Three column format (column width 2-311 6") 

Regular line classified (42 typewritten 
characters per line - including spaces). 

Per insertion $40.00 

Publisher reserves the right to refuse or with 
draw advertising. 

Electronic files, camera copy or film negative! 
only. Overall magazine size is 8-318" X 10-718" 

For space requests and scheduling, call 
Russ Caauwe, Executive Director 

M*MOPA Headquarters 
P. 0. Box 1824 Frernont, NE 68025 
(402) 721-8840 / Fax (402) 753-0765 

Send all ad materials to the Publisher: 

The Jemar Company 
3488 North Valdosta Road I Ste 200 

Valdosta, Georgia 31602 

The MaliblrMirage Magazine is currently distril 
utedto allregistereddomestic owners of the PA-4 
aircraft, i.e., approximately 700+. Distribution 1 
active members world-wide is approximately 525, 

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in - 
America's Premier Fly-in Community. 
4,000' paved lighted runway, paved taxi- 
ways, full service FBO, golf and tennis 
Country Club, 24 hour security, 15 minutes 
h m  Daytona Beach International Airport 
and theOcean. Pilots Serving Pilots. Pat and 
Lenny Ohlsson, Spruce. Creek Fly-in Re- 
alty. Website: www.fly-in.com. 800-932- 
4437. Evening 904-761-8804. 

THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES OFFER INITIAL AND/OR RECURRENT 

TRAINING FOR THE MALIBU~MIRAGE 
- 

INITIAL AND REFRESFIER 

TRAINING 

AVAILABLE AT FACILITY, 

OR CAN DISPATCH TO OWNER'S 

BASE ON REQUEST 

INITIAL AND REFRESHER 

TRAINING ON REQUEST 

IMAGE AIR 
(FORMERLY APEX FWGHT 

SERVICES, LLC) 
BWOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 
CALL: 1-800-262-8247 

INITIAL AND REFRESHER 

TRAINING 

PROVIDED ON REQUEST 

JAY ALLEN IS DIRECTOR OF 

MALIBU TRAINING 

September 22-26,1999 - 9th Annual Convention 
To be held in Kansas City, M i s s o u r i .  
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We Know 

Not a ~eacfi 
You no longer have to be concerned about your 

MalibuIMirage insurance. 
Simply call Professional lnsurance Management - the ONE 

insurance agency that 
completely 
understands your 
protection needs - and 

.I - 
let them take the worry L- .- 

out of your life. Call 
Lisa Allison, 
T. W. Anderson, or 
Tim Bonnell in 
Wichita at 
1-800-826-4442, or Bill Voorhis on the East Coast at 
1-888-746-4352 and let Professional lnsurance Management 
handle every aspect of your aviation insurance exactly the way 
you want it - because they know Malibu's and Mirage's and the 
people who fly them. 

Professional lnsurance Management is a member of The 
MalibueMiraae Owners and Pilots Association. 

Call toll-f ree 
Wichita Home Office Eastern Branch 
1-800-826-4442 1 -888-746-4352 

Professional 2120 Airport Road PO.Box 12750 Mid-Continent Airport Insurance Wichita, Kansas 67277 
1-31 6-942-0699 + FAX 1-31 6-942-1 260 Management Home Office 7-800-826-4442 - 

AVIATION INSURANCE Eastern Branch 7-888-746-4352 




